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Presidents Letter

project go to mosaictownhouses.com.au and check out the drone footage. Give them a call
via Anthony Braunthal or contact me personally if you would like to discuss further. Invest now
and cash in for the future.

GO SHARKS!!

Round 5
Thank you to all teams and parents for your understanding over the grading period. Now that
we’ve got our first ‘proper’ game under our belts, let the season roll on.
As previously mentioned, grading can be an unsettling period. However, the YJFL have
certainly tried to assist this year and have even extended two year levels to incorporate a new
division thus being more competitive. Most folks around the club know that it’s our policy get as
many kids as possible onto the park each week. Just being able to enjoy playing football with
their teammates, whatever their level of talent. Yes, it does get a bit more competitive as they
progress through the ranks to Colts.
Really pleasing to see how well both our U16 Girls teams are going. It’s just a shame they are
both in Gold Division, thus having to confront each other at some stage.
On the topic of the YJFL. I am meeting later this week with the VP of the board who will
become the leagues CEO next year. If after perusing their and our By-Laws and you have a
question you’d like me to put forward, then text me your query and name by this Thursday.
Our Committee meet monthly to discuss how the season is going, rules that need to be
addressed and how we can assess our club in the big picture. What we have in place and how
we go about it may not always ring true. Advancements in technology and processes and new
opportunities must always be considered.
We are always looking at how our club is progressing and what areas need to be examined.
I love this Club and the committee involved in being able to accept challenges and see the
excitement of turning dreams into reality, worries into problems and then solutions. Whilst
decisions are based on history, knowledge, and policy, we are trying to be proactive rather than
reactive going forward.
Therefore from time to time we will challenge various parts of policy and what we do to see if
we can improve areas within our Club. At the end of the day it is about our players enjoying the
game of football, bonding with team mates and being part of a healthy environment.

Celebrating 50 years strong. Come on mums and dads, we can only do this night once. It’s
taken fifty years in the making, and WOW it’s going to be a night to remember. Saturday the
15th June 2019 will be spoken about for years to come. You’ll be embarrassed to say ‘Ohh,
Ahh, sorry I wasn’t there”. So come one, come all as there will be somet¬¬¬hing for everyone
on night. For the low price of $120 per ticket, we are providing everything. Food, wine, beer,
soft drink entertainment, special MC, raffles, silent auctions, and memorabilia, the list goes
on. Not to mention the outstanding opportunity to catch up with the other Sharks in a relaxed
atmosphere. Past parents and players are being invited including various dignitaries and
foundation members.
If you have any memorabilia, photos or know someone from ‘back in the day’ then please
contact Ingrid Ross or Nina Foxwell (details on site under committee). I look forward to seeing
hundreds of our club membership (past and present) on the night.
Burger Night Sunday 2nd June – Bendigo Bank Buddies Night
The next burger night (only 3 for the year) is the Colts/U8’s & U9’s Bendigo Bank Buddies
Night. They will all be hosting the night and cooking for us all. So, just giving everyone a heads
up on the date and parties involved. Look forward to seeing you all there.
Seniors P.O.F.NC.
The U19s, Reserves and Seniors are at home this Saturday 25th May and play Mooroolbark. If
our junior members can find some time to get along and encourage the boys, it would be great.
Currently our U19s are first with 5 wins and 1 loss, the reserves are also first with 5 wins and 1
loss and the Seniors sitting fifth with 3 and 3. Please let’s get behind our senior club and try to
get along. I look forward to seeing members at Domeney this Saturday barracking loudly.
Summary
Looking forward to Round 6 for our juniors. If at any stage you have any queries then please
don’t hesitate to contact myself. Go Sharks!!

Ritchie Appleby

Sponsor of the Round

President

ResiVentures is a Gold Sponsor of the Sharks and a long standing Sharks Family.
Predominantly they are land sub-dividers and developers of medium density town houses. With
the Federal Election now behind us and security in the property market now is a great time
to invest. To see their various land estates please visit their site @ resiventures.com.au . If
you’re after Bricks and Mortar, then a new stage is underway known as ‘Mosaic Townhouses’
in Lalor. Stage 2 only has 10 town houses left to sell, are next to the shopping centre and
wetlands with its extensive open space parkland. The ResiVenture team are offering a fantastic
property at a fantastic price for Sharks families who may be interested. To get a feel of the
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Round 5
Shark Attack
Season Dates to Remember
26 May

Round 6

U9 round robin and National Volunteers Week round sponsored
by Blue Dog Café

2 Jun

Round 7

Burger Night (U8, U9 and Colts)

9 Jun

Queens Birthday Weekend

15 Jun

50th Year Gala Dinner. Manningham Function Centre
(U12 and U14)

16 Jun

Round 8

23 Jun

Round 9

Team Photos (Fri 21st and Sun 23rd)

30 Jun

School holidays

7 Jul

School Holidays

14 Jul

Round 10

21 Jul

Round 11

28 Jul

Round 12

4 Aug

Round 13

11 Aug

Round 14

18 Aug

Semi Finals

25 Aug

Prelim
Finals

1 Sep

Grand
Finals

15 Sep

THE SHARK ATTACK

U10 Lightening Premiership/Burger Night (U10, Colts, U16 girls)
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LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Ben Laurence
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Allen

Mitchell

Luke

Magnus

Anderson

Cruz

Milton

Flynn

Cox

Joshua

Natsis

Gabriel

De Rooden

Elijah

Radle

Lachlan

Forcadell

Gabriel

Torner

Harrison

Gniel

Alfie

Woollard

Mason

James

Edward

Worthington

Heath

Kinski

Sebastian

Webb

Tyler

Laurence

Thomas

Appleby

Kaiden

Round Robin Match
The team got some great experience playing in their first ever round robin. Four games were
played, all with great team work on display. Our captain Cruz led from the front all day.
In the first match, Flynn displayed great marking and kicking ability. Harrison shon with a few
great pick up and handballs. Eddy was strong in the ruck and tackling. Elijah and Tom wowed
with a great run, bounce, kick. Eddy and Flynn took some great marks. Alfie demonstrated
a great ability to read the play and get into position early. Lachlan displayed great defensive
pressure while Magnus and Heath were very hard working in the midfield.
In the second match, Cruz, Mason and Gabriel N displayed quality kicking, tackling and
marking skills. Alfie and Seb both impressed with a great mark and kick.
There was some special efforts from Kaiden and Mitchell showed great chase in the midfield.
I also saw some great defensive pressure coming from Gabriel F and tylers competitiveness to
get the footy was impressive.
In the third and fourth rounds the boys were getting quite tired but they persevered and tried
their best to get the the contests first, man up against their players and keep to their zones.
Elijah finish an awesome day with a fantastic run and goal.
Excellent first attempt at the round robin boys.
A special thanks to all the parents involved in helping out on the day, it was much appreciated.
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Under 8 Red Round Robin Match
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Quarter 3

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 9 BLACK: Coached by: Blair Hartley
Jumper

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Blackshaw

Rhys

Jumper

Hattwich

Archie

Cahill

James

Hine

Miller

Di Battista

Marcus

Marsh

Hugh

Doolan

Anthony

Newman

Luke

Genever

Ethan

Rigall

Sidney

Giosserano

Alex

Sonderhof

Taylor

Hartley

Jackson

Zosel

Ezra

Park Orchards Black v Warrandyte

Our best quarter with some really solid passages of play with some run and carry out of the
backline and overlap run from our midfield – saw us get multiple shots on goal. A brilliant pick
up by Sidney kicking quickly to Miller Hine for a great goal – a reward for all the work we had
done up the ground. Alex Giosserano with some great pressure through the middle of the
ground and looking share the ball with his team mates. Rhys Blackshaw bobbing up and taking
a great grab for a shot on goal playing forward – great effort Rhys! Keep those hands up like a
W boys and we will take more grabs!!
Quarter 4
After being challenged at ¾ time to keep it going with our tackling, groundballs and working
as a team Taylor Sonderhof really got in there to win his own ball.. Ezra Zosel who had been
solid throughout the game showed some real dash through the middle of the ground to really
open the game up. Marcus continued on from his hot start to pressure the opposition and force
some turnovers.
A big accidental clash in the middle of the ground saw Jackson and Archie come off second
best. Was great to see both boys dust themselves off and play on in great spirit.
We are improving each week and was really pleasing to see the boys get around each other
out on the ground. With a focus on being a good team mate with lots of encouragement and
the U9 blacks working together and picking each other up after each contest. Marcus Di
Battista was given the weekly award for the great improvement in his game. Ball focused he
was able to get involved with some great marking and pressure on the ground. Keep it up
Marcus!

After back to back showdowns with the U9 Red team it was time to take on some new
opposition with our round 5 game v Warrandyte.
All the boys got there nice and early for a great warm up, with Anthony Doolan named as
captain after his great effort in the previous game. Especially in our key focus areas of ground
balls, tackling and working together as a team.
Quarter 1
The game started at a frenetic pace with plenty of great passages of play from our backline.
Held up extremely well by Miller Hine who is like a rock in defence. Marcus Di Battista showing
some great improvement in his game attacking the ball first and then taking a really strong
mark in defence. Ethan Genever continued his weekly theme of some brilliant tackling in the
forward line resulting in Sidney Rigall taking a great grab for a shot on goal.
Quarter 2
After settling into the game we really lifted to show some great efforts with tackling and getting
some solid efforts both in the air and on the ground. Archie Hattwich with some fierce tackling
and multiple efforts to get involved. Jackson Hartley getting in and tacking some solid intercept
marks in the middle of the ground. Hugh Marsh patrolling the backline this quarter was able to
save multiple goals through his pressure. James Cahill is another who has shown some great
improvement – he wasn’t afraid to get his knees dirty to fight for the ball and then took a great
grab! Luke Newman playing in defence showed some great concentration to lock in on his man
and defend a high ball coming in.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Chris McGinty
Jumper

Surname

Name

Buchanan
Caltieri

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jackson

Mijat

Jasper

Sam

Myers

Cohen

Gadd

Jackson

Saunders

Darcy

Hume

Harrison

Waterson - Chappell

Harry

Kilworth

Lenny

Whitelock

Charles

McGinty

Charlie

Wilson

Harry

Mcleod

Maxi

Webb

Noah

NO REPORT

In celebration of National Volunteers Week, the AFL would like to take
this opportunity to recognise and thank the many thousands of
volunteers who contribute to our game throughout the country.
Held from May 20-26, the week-long celebration gives us the chance to acknowledge
the countless hours of work our 209,000 volunteers provide for more than 1.6 million
participants across 4,103 NAB AFL Auskick centres, 2,685 clubs and 257 community
leagues.
Together with the AFL we’d like to recognise and thank all our volunteers especially our
Team Managers who we all know are the engines of each team!

All 2019 team managers will receive a Blue Dog Café voucher
to go and have some ‘time out’ from football. PLUS all visiting
team managers will also be given a voucher delivered to them
from home game TMs.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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The siren went and we only found ourselves down by a goal with a lot of room for improvement.
Our effort was not bad but could get better.

U10 RED
PONRPJFC
Parents Supporting Kids

The second quarter began and Kai started in the ruck, our set up was slightly better but again
beaten first to the ball, we need to get in closer at the contest, the runner was sent out to
remind the boys we need to get our hands on it first, then we can run and spread and use
our skills. The boys started to win the ball in close and as a result we managed to get the ball
forward with some good link up play by hand and foot.

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: Damien Noonan
Jumper

Surname

Name

Davis

Jumper

Surname

Name

Elliot

Nicholls

Benjamin

Duffy

Patrick

Noonan

Darcy

Fortington

James

Noonan

Xavier

Hales

Angus John

Prest

Joshua

Hales

Benjamin Alan

Radle

Ryan

Inglese

Will

Robertson

Thomas

James

Henry

Wachter

Kai

Lanza

Oliver

Walsh

Liam

Nicholls

Julian

Robinson

Henry

Park Orchards R v Beverley Hills R
What an unbelievable day for footy at the picturesque Stanton’s reserve.
We like to kick things of with a couple jokes from the boys before each game, this week Robbo
and Ben shared some of their finest. Ben N enlightened us to the difference between a snow
man and snow women………….
Liam Walsh had today duties and as we live in a cashless world nothing like a bit of rock paper
scissor in place of the coin toss. Liam threw out some scissors and whilst Josh from BH could
only manage paper.
Liam decided to kick up hill in the first.
It was a very even contest early with no one getting an easy kick, Beverley Hills started to get
the game on their terms and put the sharks back line under early pressure, we managed to
hold them off for a while and work the ball back towards the middle but we could not get past
CHF, BH players where playing front and rebounding well. Once BH pushed past our half
back line we struggled to get the ball out, they set up well behind the ball with our midfields not
working hard enough to get down and help. When we worked hard to win the ball we made a
couple incorrect decision and kicked across the ground to their half forward line and not wide
to the boundary. The opposition kept beating us to the ball where on occasions we stood back
and watched, expecting things to happen.
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Once we got the ball in we started to build the wall and keep some forward pressure on, at
times we got suck to deep and BH got the ball out over the top. Presty, Ollie, Xavier and Liam
working hard in defence and James and Elliot keeping the back pocket in check we managed
to dodge a couple bullets.
Eventually we got the balance right with Will holding position well and tacking an intercept mark
across half forward. Moving quickly to his left and kicking on his left found Ben N who kicked
our first goal. We held BH to 2 points and found ourselves a point down at the main break.
Kicking to the top end again in the third we pressed upon the boys the importance of this
quarter and to make sure we had our minds on the game. Our target for the quarter was to kick
2 and hold them to 0 and if we could do that we would be in a great position going into the last.
After watching how well BH set up across their half forward line when in possession deep we
decided to tell our half forwards to push up and to create a contest and not let their ball movers
get an easy kick across their half forward line
Xavier pushed up a kick and a half behind them from forward pocket to try and isolate him to
use his pace and take them on. With the direction that no matter what if we get it turn and go
long to him, with our back line working super hard and the forwards pushed up we managed
to null their attack. Darcy, Robbo and Will worked super hard with Darcy taking half a dozen
marks deep defence. Ben N in the ruck presenting across half back along with Ollie playing
CHB we had some marking ability and quickly moved the ball. Xavier got hold of it a few times
and we surged forward. Indi and Henry as well as Ryan when he got back on worked hard to
ensure we kept the ball in long enough for the boys to get backup the ground to help. Hales
was 1 on 4 at one stage and gave 3 super efforts to make sure we held BH up. Our midfiled
and ruck held position well and Duffy pushed into the contest to get some extra speed around
the ball. Just as the previous week Xavier swooped on a loose ball and kicked the first of
the second half and we hit the front, Josh was working well as a CHF providing options and
marking strongly. The message went out again to the boys just attack the ball no matter what.
Xavier again swooped and got a kick under pressure towards goal, Duffy read the ball perfectly
took a mark running toward goal, kept going to give us a little buffer.
Only if we could hold on. BH again got it forward from the centre but the sharks where up to the
challenge. Our effort had improved, we lost concentration for only a couple minutes, but it was
enough for BH captain to take us on from the half forward run threw a few of us and kick and
easy goal without any pressure. We had achieved part of the target by kicking the 2 goals up
hill and again like the week before would prove to be significant.
Only 5 points the difference going into the last but I felt as though the boys would be up for it.
Robbo was tasked with following their key player around for the rest of the game and play in
front. Ollie playing in the ruck was to also be mindful of his location and help Robbo out where
he could. We had one of our strong in and under beasts in Presty followed up with the equally
as hard Ben H in the guts. If we could win it in close and get it out to Xavier who could then
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drive us forward. BH had other plans and we just couldn’t get our hands on the ball first, but not
without trying as the boys battled hard.
We got the ball forwards a could time but just couldn’t get that last kick, as per other quarters
we started to ball watch and get sucked into play, BH got out over the back and we had to work
hard to get back and force a ball up. WE didn’t push back enough and BH moved the ball over
the top again where we found ourselves horribly out numbered here Ryan who was playing in
front got an unlucky bounce sideways for BH to run onto the ball and kick an easy goal getting
them a point up.
The boys went again and backed themselves to get the job done, both teams just kept at it,
Eventually Will had the opportunity to kick a goal from a 50deg angle 25 out he kicked truly
to get us back to 5 points up. Still plenty of time on the clock, At the centre bounce the boys
cracked in tackling hard forcing ball ups, Prest super in the dying parts of the game, laying a
perfect smother, the Ben N doing the same seconds later, eventually threw shear will power we
moved the ball down field and into our forward line. Henry was back in the game now coming
off the interchanged and he was working hard down deep with Liam who was working hard at
FF keeping the pressure on and forced a behind making it 6 points. With one a few minutes to
go we just needed to stay disciplined and hold back and not let them get over the back and the
boys could hold on. We stayed calm under pressure locking it in, we eventually scored another
behind making it almost impossible for the BH to get up from here.

up with Xavier attacking the ball and kicking to the hotspot for Paddy to run onto it for a goal,
Henry J chasing hard across the half forward and apply pressure to the BH player who turned it
over
Did Well-Good use of handball and not over doing it, playing on and taking the game on…
wheel and go
Do Better- Play in front, don’t wait for something to happen make it happen, kick wide from
defence.
Final PO 4-3-27 to Beverley Hills 3-4-20
Positive Play- Ben Hales 3 effort when outnumbered 4 to 1 to hold the ball up and give us a
chance to get over and help, Presty desperation in the middle, Xavier tackle in the middle to
win a free kick.
Liam contesting hard that resulted in a handy point, Presty & Ben smothers within a few
seconds,
Did Well- Continued effort, moved the ball well and looked for each other even when under
pressure
Do Better- hold position across the backline and stay on your man.

BH moved the ball across the ground to the free side but the boys just chased so hard to force
a ball up get back and reset.

Play in front

Not long after the siren sounded, and the boys again got over the line through determination
and the will from within to compete and give effort. Super game guys well deserved

Best: Xavier, Josh, Darcy, Will, Ollie, Ben N, Hales A, Robertson, Henry J

Goals: 1 B Nicholls Xavier, Duffy, Inglese

¼ Time PO 0-0-0 to Beverley Hills 1-0-6

Walsh -Captained the side well and contested hard all game. Some great running on the wing
and helped provide an option out wide out of defence going forward

Positive Play- Liam Started well as Captain, some good hands in close, Xavier got closer to the
ball ups and started to win it our way

Ryan -Kept contesting all day, has improved greatly, small in stature but not in heart

Did Well- Ben Nicholls Joke before the game???
Do Better-Kick Wide out of defence, midfield chase into the back line, wings hold your position
across the half back and stay wide ready for the kick from defence, only kick across goal if we
are on own.
Stay on your man know his number.

Thomas - Improvement again, holding position much better and manning up
Hales A -Keeps building each game desperation an energy
Duffy -In the contest, kept competing and kicked an opportunistic goal
Robbo -Gave it his all from start to finish
Ben -After half time started to attack the ball and lead forward, made a big difference when Ben
starts controlling the air

Forwards to play in front
½ Time PO 1-1-7 to Beverley Hills 1-2-8
Positive Play- Julian attack on the ball, Paddy strong tackle to win a free, Darcy second efforts
Will nice kick on the left to Ben who kicked our first

Darcy -Solid again, loves the challenge super 3rd in defence. Using his left without thought
when under pressure.
Hales B - Never gives in and battles away all the time using the ball well

Did Well- Better Pressure, Better attack on the 50/50 ball

Elliot -Another who competes and loves the in and under stuff.

Do Better- Deep back not get sucked up the ground, kick chasing, Stick your tackles

Chivers -Growing in confidence each week, up for the contest all day.

¾ Time PO 3-1-19 to Beverley Hills 2-2-14

Kai -a few weeks away and straight back to his enigmatic best, don’t ask we how he does it but
can take the most unexpected marks

Positive Play- Darcy great work intercept marking on the last line and using his left when he
needs to, Robbo & Will desperation when under pressure deep back, Ollie and Paddy good
link up with handball, Xavier running bounces and use of the ball resulting in a goal, followed
THE SHARK ATTACK
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Inglese -After a couple weeks not feeling the best Will was back to his creative best, kicking
the match winner.
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Fortington -Great around the pack working hard and making sure he gets the ball to his mate
advantage
Nicholls J - Worked hard across the back line in the first when under pressure and never gave
up, provided an outlet on the wing during the third and work hard back to help defend.
Henry -Provided a focal point again going forward and worked hard across half forward when
outnumbered to keep the ball in and a few occasions.
Ollie -Great last qtr helping Robbo limit their tall CHF from getting control of the game. Holding
the line and took some great marks and spoilt when out of position.
Xavier -Continued on from last week, when he decides to attack the ball we look better and
things happen as a team, don’t wait for it to come to you Xavier, go and get it.
Prest - Was key to stopping them from gaining the ascendancy around the stoppages. Moved
from contest to contest. Marked well and just got to where we needed him all game.

Sharks 4. 5. (29) defeated by Banyule 5. 6. (36)
Sunday’s game took us to Banyule for an early 8:30am start. The boys seemed particularly
keen today and led by Hunter as captain they played that way. It was great to watch them play
with consistent effort and skill with both teams fairly evenly matched.
It went up and down the ground for most of the game, so all the boys got a good look at the
footy. We scored in every quarter with our highest amount of scoring shots all season. In the
last quarter we kept it locked in our forward and although we didn’t come away with the win, we
were much improved and played by far our best game yet.
Notable plays:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Luca kicked two great goals with his usual finesse
Max demonstrated effective hand balling to his teammates in better positions
Casey made a great goal saving tackle
Alex weaved his way around the pack as he does so well to score a great goal
Cooper snapped an amazing goal after taking a mark without even hesitating
Hudson took a couple of great pack marks
Jack was rock solid at full back showing some promising defensive skills
Archie is getting better every week and was a foundation player all game

Awards:
•

Hunter – captains award

•

Casey

•

Cooper

•

Hudson

UNDER 10 BLACK: Coached by: Chris Lynch
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Do you have your
membership?

Baker

Coby

Rowe

Archie

Cronin

Patrick

Troani

Joel

Daley

Lucas

Wilson

Charlie

5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,

Georgostathis

Max

Blackshaw

Aaron

Kupinic

Alexander

Blackshaw

Beau

Lynch

Hudson

Noble

Cameron

Ottens

Jack

Weeks

Hunter

Phelan

Luca

Muzeen

Cormac

Prichard

Casey

Moore

Michael

Ross

Arlo
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Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!
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Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch
Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Your best interests
Your
best
interests
at heart.
at heart.

4.16
4.16

UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Daniel Bullen
Jumper

Standard Comparison Rate*

Connect Package
Home Loan^
Connect Package
Home Loan^

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Standard Comparison Rate*

If your bank isn’t doing the right thing by you, change to one
you
canbank
feel isn’t
better
about.
If your
doing
the right thing by you, change to one
Our can
Branch
Cheryl Meikle and Mobile Banker
you
feelManager
better about.
Adrian
YongManager
are available
to Meikle
meet you
Our Branch
Cheryl
and Mobile Banker
7
days
a
week.
Drop
into
144
Yarra
Adrian Yong are available to meet you
St,
Warrandyte
phone
7 days
a week. orDrop
into9844
144 2233
Yarra to
find
out more. or phone 9844 2233 to
St, Warrandyte

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Antonellos

Zac

McGowan

James

Arifovic

Keegan

McIntyre

Justin David

Brown

Indy

Nash

Charlie

Bullen

Fynn

Nielsen

Daniel

Daley

Joshua

Paciocco

Luke

Della Gatta

Oscar

Riggall

Jonah

Eastwood

Campbell

Ross

Logan

Farrell

Nate

Shamloo

Liam

Halls

Harry

Sonderhof

Logan

Hamilton

Logan

Thomas

Isaiah

Kinnear

Cash

Wallace

Austin

Mcleod

Samuel

Williamson

Daniel

McDonald

Eamon

Park Orchards 6.4.40 def Warrandyte 2.5.17
QUARTER 1: SHARKS 0.0.00 WARRANDYTE 1.1.7
They say a week is a long time in football, so what about two? Having now been graded into
the YJFL’s Under 11 Gold division, the Sharks U11 Red team faced up against Warrandyte at
Domeney in warm conditions. Having beaten The Bloods just two weeks ago by 113 points, it
was a completely different story this time around as the Sharks were held scoreless for the first
time this year. Leg injuries to Josh Daley and Campbell Eastwood were disappointing, and if
not for the energy and effort of Dan Nielsen and Harry Halls around the ball, the quarter time
margin might have been less flattering.

bendigobank.com.au
find
out more.
bendigobank.com.au

QUARTER 2: SHARKS 1.1.7 WARRANDYTE 2.2.14
Terms, conditions, fees and charges apply. All information, including interest rates, is correct as at 23 July 2018 and is subject to change. Full details available
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After a rev up from Coach Daniel Bullen and Assistant Ben Kinnear, the Sharks began to find
their feet a little in the second quarter. Our pressure on the ball started to return led by Eamon
McDonald, the forwards were able to apply better pressure and more of the boys like Fynn
Bullen found their way into the game. But Warrandyte were able to maintain their 7 point lead
into the half time break.
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QUARTER 3: SHARKS 4.3.27 WARRANDYTE 2.2.14
Regrouping in the shade at half time, and with some encouragement from Coaches and
parents, the Sharks boys came out hard in the third quarter. Logan Hamilton continued to
compete well in the ruck, assisted by Charlie Nash, while the midfield of Cash Kinnear, Zac
Antonellos, Dan Nielsen and Isaiah Thomas found space and time to use the footy. Logan Ross
and Keegan Arifovic presented well up forward, and before long the Sharks had opened up a
handy break and asserted themselves on the match.
QUARTER 4: SHARKS 6.4.40 WARRANDYTE 2.5.17
The last quarter began similarly, with the Sharks playing the game in our forward half. A wall
was put up by the high half backs led by Logan Sonderhof, and repeat entries into the forward
arc resulted in goals to stretch the margin further. Warrandyte, to their credit, never gave in and
had chances to score late but it was the mighty Sharks who held sway (and learned a mighty
lesson that each game is a new contest and two weeks is a long, long time in footy.
Goal Kickers: Logan Ross 3, Luke Paciocco 1, Zac Antonellos 1, Cash Kinnear 1.
Game Day Captains: Logan Hamilton & Josh Daley

Justin competes for the loose ball.

Charlie Nash kicks long out of defence.

Encouragement Awards: Dan Nielsen & Keegan Arifovic

Zac and Logan work as a double team to
dispossess their opponent.

Luke finds space with the help of Logan’s
shepherding.

The Sharks U11 Red boys celebrate a hard-fought victory with the team song.
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Free Assessment Night
www.bouncehealth.com.au

UNDER 11 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram
Monday nights at a Bounce Clinic
For Bounce Sponsored Groups
Come and get a diagnosis and plan
of action from a sports physiotherapist
Just turn up and we will do the rest

6–7pm

Jumper

EVERY MONDAY
5–10min FREE
ASSESSMENT
& CHECK
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Surname

Name
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Gabriel

Bryant

Tom

Knight

Kai

Dahmen

Floyd

Laurence

William

De Rooden

Albert

McCartan

Christian

Di Donato

Isaac

Motteram

Lachlan

Di Grazia

Noah

Newman

Jack

Elliott

Tom

Smith

Ned

Fortington

William

Stephens

Zane

Fry

Harvey

Tasca

Daniel

Hattwich

Felix

Torner

William

Hume

Riley

Wheatley

Granger

Innes

Beau

Park Orchards 3.1.19 def by Beverley hills 6.12.48
Qtr 1:
Round 5 was played at Stintons reserve in beautiful conditions for footy. Captains Riley and
Christian led the team out, and the first quarter effort was pleasing with great intent and
discipline from all ‘Sharks’ players. Lachie worked hard in in the ruck, and was well supported
by Gabe, Alby and Will F in the midfield. Captain Riley and Harvey worked tirelessly on their
respective wings, while Jonah and Josh presented strongly in the forward line. It was great to
see Zane ‘open the account’ for the Sharks with a beautiful set shot goal from a tight angle. The
backline led by Ned, Floyd and captain Christian, and well supported by Will L, Kai and Tom B
was solid, disciplined and accountable and only conceded 2 points.

If you would like to speak to a
physiotherapist please call us on
1300 855 442, or for more information
please visit www.bouncehealth.com.au
BLACKBURN

THE SHARK ATTACK
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 facebook.com/bouncehealth  @bouncehealth
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Whilst effort and attack on the ball remained strong in the 2nd quarter, discipline and
accountability fell away, enabling Beverley Hills to dominate the quarter. The backline was
under seize, but Ned, Will F, Christian and Isaac continued to battle exceptionally hard in
their respective defensive posts. They were well supported by ‘hard nut’ Alby and Will L in the
midfield, and Granger who applied some great pressure acts on the wing.
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Qtr 3:
After a somewhat disappointing 2nd quarter, it was great to see the entire team respond in
the 3rd quarter with strong effort, accountability and discipline. Whilst the quarter was soured
when ruckman Jonah got a heavy knock to his leg and could take no further part in the game,
it was great to see Ned fill the position and be a genuine catalyst re a momentum shift. He was
well supported by Riley, Tom B and Noah in the midfield, not to mention Jack who had his best
quarter of the year with exceptional ‘attack on the ball’ and Danny who worked extremely hard
in the midfield and was rewarded with a team lifting goal for his efforts. It was also awesome to
see Christian kick a beautiful running ‘captains’ goal. In addition, the backline comprising Gabe,
Alby, Floyd, Harvey, Tom E and Kai were dour and conceded very little for the entire quarter.

SCREENHOUSE
SCREEN

UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Rob Sette

Qtr 4:
The Sharks players kept giving good effort, but Beverley Hills was able to kick away in the
final quarter. Q4 highlights came from Isaac who had an unbelievable quarter on the wing
with repeated intercepts, attack on the ball / head over the ball efforts. Will T and Beau were
productive in their respective positions on the wing and HFF, captain Riley never stopped
trying, and Alby capped off another exceptional game with relentless attack on the ball, savage
tackling and really strong overhead marking.

PRINTING

9359 4077

Jumper

Goal Kickers: Zane, Christian and Danny
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Felix
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Max

Leonard

Archie

Bridger

Jacob

Milton
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Riley

Nicholls
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Dickson
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Drummond
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Sette

Jacob
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Sultana

Jayden

Harvie

Mason

Todero

Dylan

Hirvonen-Blunt

Lukas

Tsoukatos

William

Inglese

Jack

Park Orchards 9.10.64 defeated Heidelberg 4.8.32
Qtr 1:
The last time we played at this venue it was freezing cold, wet and the ground was one
massive puddle of water. Six of the opposition decided to rotate themselves off and sat in the
sheds! Today could not have been a bigger contrast with a sunny 21 C and perfect for football.
We had the use of the breeze the first quarter and Archie got us off to a great start with the first
goal of the game. We were tough in the contest and very strong in the air, with strong marks
taken by Lucas N, Jayden, Mason and Jack. Our tackling was strong with Owen, Jayden, Felix
and Austin laying some strong tackles and winning free kicks. We went into quarter time with a
three goals to one advantage.
Qtr 2:
The second quarter saw us miss a lot of shots on goal and allow the opposition back into the
game. They kicked a couple of quick goals late in the quarter and we went into half time with
a few points advantage. Jack was prominent in the quarter, all day really, and was leading
and marking very well. At half time we asked the boys to respond and get back to leaving our
forward line as open as possible on the small ground.
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Qtr 3:
The boys responded kicking three goals to nothing. Henry, who was having an outstanding
game, kicked a great snap that ended our run of 6 points in a row. Will kicked two good goals
for the quarter, finding plenty of space and finishing well. It was pleasing to see a few players
having the smarts to kick on their opposite foot when under pressure rather than trying to wheel
around on their preferred foot; well done Will and Max. We went into three quarter time four
goals up.
Qtr 4:
We added a few more goals in the last quarter, Jacob B kicking a beauty and Felix, who was
great all day, crumbing another good goal. All up a solid win by the boys.
Goal Kickers: Henry 2, William 2, Felix 2, Lucas N 1, Jacob B 1, Archie 1,

5

$

MEAL

voucher

Dine in our Bistro and
purchase
One Meal & receive the 2nd
Meal for only $5
Second meal of equal or lesser value
from the bistro’s main menu.

Jumper

FREE
drink

It’s our shout!
Present this voucher to
receive a drink on us
Valid for a pot of Carlton Draught, Victoria Bitter,
or Cascade Premium Light, Glass of House Wine.
Glass of Soft Drink or Lemon, Lime and Bitters.

100of%its

of Pr the
Back tounity
Comm

Join us at
Melbourne’s Premier Club
Our facilities include a contemporary bistro, members
lounge, function and meeting rooms, TAB and coffee
shop. With a wide range of entertainment, welcoming
atmosphere, great products and friendly service, we look
forward to seeing you at the Club soon.

Open 7 days a week

Sunday - Wednesday 9am - 1am
Thursday | Friday | Saturday 9am - 3am
Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood

Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood

UNDER 12 BLACK: Coached by: Michael James

Cnr Oban Road & Maroondah Hwy
Ringwood,Victoria 3134
T (03) 9879 8733
www.clubringwood.com.au
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Jordan

Mc Diarmid

Tom

Arifovic

Cruz

Nicholls

Max

Bradshaw

Byron

Noonan

Hamish

Cameron

Fletcher

Oaks

Lachlan

Ficinus

Elliott

Read

Harrison

James

Archie

Simos

Jacob

Kelly

Sean

Tang

Bosco

Mc Diarmid

Will

Waddy

bruce

Mc Diarmid

Jack

Wilson

Zac

Park Orchards (H) 6.1.37 def Ashburton 3.3.21
What a fantastic feeling to be sitting here writing the match report when the boys have had a go
and been able to compete against a team in a similar development stage.
A huge thanks the club for working so hard to make this possible.
With a few late withdrawals we were down to 14 men and with the strength of mateship we
were able to welcome Charlie Tassell into the team. Great to have you onboard Charlie.
With 15 men we headed out to Ashburton for our 4th away game this year. Starting with a
strong centre line we were aiming to be very competitive from the first bounce got the and that’s
exactly what these guys gave us.
Zac in the ruck was getting first hands on the ball which gave Harry, Tom and Lachy great
opportunity at his feet. Thru Cruz pace and Elliott determination on the wings our forwards
were getting to see plenty of the ball. When in the forward line Jordan, Jacob, Charlie and Will
worked hard to lock it in and when we had the ball in our backline our backline of Jack, Bruce,
Hamish, Max and Fletch did a brilliant job of defending hard to keep the opposition scoreless.
Our tackling and pressure were fantastic, and our kick continues to improve. Elliott tackle and
free kick allowed us to go forward with a great pass to Harry who found a very pacey Cruz who
dogged a couple of players to kick our first goal.
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¼ time – PO 1.0.6 lead Ashy 0.0.0

Full Time – PO 6.1.37 defeated Ashy 3.3.21

With all the boys doing well this gave us the chance to rotate players into different positions.
Max went to CHF and gave us a great focal point. Hamish was rotating with Zac in the ruck and
both guys were giving it their all showing lots of grit and ferocity. Cruz and Tom continued to
be at the bottom of every pack and covered plenty of the ground. Jordan was showing how far
his football has come tacking pack marks and hitting teammates with his kicks. Lachy, always
elusive with his long-left foot kicking continued to open the game by kicking over the lines and
putting the opposition out of position. On the back of some great defensive work from Hamish,
Fletch and Jack, Lachy then ran thru the half forward line to kick our second goal.

How awesome is winning and singing the club song. For me, the most pleasing thing to see is
not just the smiles on the boys faces knowing their win was purely down to hard work and effort
but the smiles and pride on the parents faces.

½ time – PO 2.0.12 lead Ashy 1.2.8
With the weather being absolutely perfect we stayed out on the ground for half time. As coach
it was pleasing to see quite a few of the boys puffing as they come in. It was a sign of how hard
the boys were working on the ground and how much effort they were giving. Something we
have been talking about a lot.

Go Sharks
Captain: Lachy Oakes(C) Cruz Arifovic (VC)
Goal Kickers: Cruz Arifovic – 2, Jordan Allan – 1, Lachy Oakes – 1, Jacob Simos – 1,
Max Nicholls - 1
Best players: Zac Wilson, Cruz Arifovic, Tom McDiarmid, Hamish Noonan, Elliott Ficinus,
Awards: Max Nicholls, Zac Wilson, Cruz Arifovic

Bruce and Jack were combining well in the backline putting their bodies over the ball and
helping each other. Tom pace around the ground was proving a real weapon as he ran away
from opponents or chased them down to save a goal, while the composure of Fletch, Harry and
Hamish across half back was fantastic.
Will asked to play on ball and didn’t let us down when given the chance, Max was covering a
lot of the ground at half forward and gained confidence with each minute that passed. Cruz
continued to apply pressure in every pack this allowed him to get a handball to Jordy who
snapped at goal to score his first goal. At ¾ time I told the boys that Max was on target and
would kick the winning goal.
¾ time - PO 3.0.18 trail Ashy 3.3.21
This was clearly of best quarter of football this year as every young man played his heart out.
The guys could feel a win in their grasp, and they weren’t going to anyone down. Zac worked
tirelessly for the whole quarter in the ruck determined to get his team over the line. Lachy, Harry
and Tom dominated all over the ground as Charlie gained more and more confidence as the
game went on. Cruz proved to be our barometer and our forwards were never going to let the
ball out of their sight. This also allowed our half backs and back men to man up and build a wall
to keep pumping the ball back into the forwards.
Hamish taking the free kick in from a boundary played on to drive the ball long into the forwards
where Max took a fabulous pack mark. He went back and unfortunately hit the post… The boys
were on fire and were able created the turnover when Jack and Tom combined to spoil which
allowed Jacob mark from a quick pack kick, He went pack to kick our 4th for the day. Awesome
finish Jacob. We were back in front with 4 minutes to go. Zac still dominating the ruck tapped
to Harry, handball to Lachy followed by a long kick over the forwards. This allowed Max to run
onto the loose by and well aided by a great shepherd from Bruce allowed Max run into an open
goal to kick his 1st goal. Max’s celebration and smile was a special moment for a bloke wo has
worked so hard on his game. Well done Max, such a great reward for all your effort.
The guys weren’t done yet as Cruz put in tackle after tackle to keep pushing the ball forward,
once he gained possession no one was going to stop him as Cruz ran into goal and kicked his
2nd for the day. Also, an incredible result for a guy who wasn’t going to play this year but has
come so far with his hard work at training.
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Under 12 Black Victory
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Around the ball and in the midfield we started to dominate…in the words of Matt Tait, “Josh G
had his own ball”…his clearances and work rate were match changing.

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Josh S was intercepting opposition clearances and kicking long bombs (for the last time) back
into our 50….where Rossy, Jack and Tom were really lively, with Lachie D providing a target
and applying forward pressure.
If not for inaccurate kicking, we would have been ahead at halftime, but instead were down 3.3.
to 2.4.

UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny
Jumper
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Sharks 4.13.37 def Hawthorn Citizens 3.3.21

Third quarters often win the game…it was almost the case for us. Two terrific goals from Tom,
one on the run, gave us the ascendency we had been looking for. Gabe continued to dominate
and Ollie not only kept winning the clearances, but negated the oppositions strong ruckman.
Sammy P, Joel and Will K were playing a running game that cut through the middle…again, we
dominated but couldn’t capitalise on the scoreboard, despite intense pressure around the ball
from Jake G. Cooper came into the game with strong overhead marks and we had 5 shots at
goal, kicking uphill and into the breeze, with the opposition scoreless.
The final quarter saw us again dominate, with 6 scoring shots to none…all behinds
unfortunately.
The good news was not only the win, but our positivity, effort and attitude. After last week,
we could have dropped our heads at quarter time, but in reality, the boys spirit was terrific…
outscoring the opposition 4.12 to 1 behind after quarter time!
The other good news is that we still have room for much improvement, especially with regard to
hitting targets in the forward line, and our linking handballs.
As always, the boys are an absolute pleasure to coach, and their respect, discipline and
courage can never be questioned.
Goalkickers: Tom W 2, Josh G 1, Rossy 1.

Our first quarter was again not representative of the energy and positivity we had before the
game…this is something we can still work on. A few different match ups were also causing
some concern.
At quarter time we were down 3.2.20 to 1 behind, despite the attack on the ball from Will T at
CHB, and the strong work of his fellow defenders.
The next quarter was really pleasing.
We stuck to the structure that we had practised at training, and we were able to lock the ball
in as we repeatedly entered our forward 50m. Tom W had an immediate impact in the forward
line, proving to be a target and displaying strong hands. Gabe’s move onto the ball provided
him with the opportunity to display his pace and silky skills, while Andy’s move to full back not
only negated their tall forward, but Andy cleared from the backline repeatedly. This brought Max
up to the half bank line where he dominated, leading opponents to the ball and taking gutsy
marks running back with the flight.
Tymmsy, Will T, Flynn and Dan Albers were reading the play beautifully and playing smart
football, and especially pleasing was their communication and ability to keep our structure.
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UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill
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Raphael
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Brady

Park Orchards 3.6.24 def by Surrey Park 5.6.36
On a beautiful sunny day we hosted Surrey Park at Domeny. Conditions were perfect for a
top of the table clash, it was top (Surrey Park) vs bottom (us). It was a great game of football,
we were in it up to our ears and even with 1 minute on the clock we were still pushing hard to
score and try to snatch a win. Ultimately Surrey Park were a bit better in their forward line and
unfortunately we had 16 players, so it made it hard for us to compete with their numbers.
It was close all game, our boys were encouraged to be tight on their opponents, to not give
them a head start to the ball and to play as a Team. Our boys stuck at it all day and played as
a great Team with the opposition coach post game paying tribute to our ability to move the ball
around the ground, unfortunately we just needed some more polish in our forward line (having
only 16 players made this hard). A great learning for our boys is that when we concentrate and
compete hard we’ll give any Team a run for their money, and we were closen to knocking off
the top Team this week, if we had our 19 boys available I’m sure we would have won.
Notable mentions for the week:
Dan - Started like a house on fire, showed great attack on the ball intercepting the first fwd 50
from Surrey with a great mark, played on and kicked a great clearing ball, followed up his kick
and got another one. His field kicking around the ground was top notch.
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Brady - Junk Yard Dog was great again for us. Played in the back pocket, he was under
pressure all day, but did the job on his opponent, not giving an inch. A great defensive effort.
Saved a certain goal in junk time just before half time, which helped us to the break with lot’s of
confidence.
Nathan - Another great game at FB. Held his opponent to no score and repelled countless
opposition fwd 50’s. Had the third quarter in the ruck and played really well, won the tap outs in
the centre and was great around the contest.
Ollie- played really well, started and HB and then moved up on the wing to give us a boost
around the ball. Ran hard all day and competed very hard and had plenty of the ball.
Oscar - Had another great game, shows so much courage around the ball. Kicked another
goal to help keep us on the board.
Max - Had a great game at CHB. He kept the oppositions ‘main man’ quiet all day. Competed
hard and kept his opponent in check, played a big part in keeping us in the game and was
rarely beaten.
Kye - Had another great game in defence, provided us with plenty of run off the back line as
well as intercepting plenty of ball. Quick and evasive, he’s hard to catch.
Finn - had a great game on the wing, best game he’s played for a number of years. Was a
great link up player, held his position well and found himself plenty of the ball. Took a nice
mark out on the wing.
Sam - Was in it from the start on the wing. Ran hard and helped provide that connection
around the packs to get our ball fwd.
Layne - Did a great job in the fwd line, ran hard, tackled, chased and was creative with the ball.
Unlucky to not kick a goal with a classy snap.
Josh - Played a great second half playing at CHF. Ran harder and found space in the 2nd half
and played on after a nice mark to kick a great goal on the run.
Lachie - Shezza was our Captain for the week and led from the front. Shezza provides plenty
of leadership for our players and that’s why he was Captain this week. Played a lone hand
deep fwd, some of his efforts in the last quarter really kept us in the game with a chance to kick
a winning score.
Adamo - ‘The Bowling Ball’ played well at HF. Our leading goal kicker snuck in another goal
and was unlucky not to kick another. Lot’s of strong bumps and tackles helped keep the ball in
our fwd line.
Raph - Did a great job in the ruck, won the taps all day and gave us first use of the ball around
the ground. Got plenty of the ball around the ground and helped direct traffic with our onballers
Bailey - Had another great game, kept the opposition under pressure all day. Plenty of tackles
and pressure acts and won a fair bit of his own footy. He’s really taken a big step forward in
terms of improvement this year.
Barra - Had another great game on the ball. Creative with his ball use he really takes the game
on and looks to bring his team mates into the game. Never gave up, he gave us plenty of run
through the middle.
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and were competitive all day. We gave Humey a job one one of the oppositions best and he did
a great job.
As we headed into the last Macleod had their tails up and we needed to play footy. We spoke
to the group of boys at 3 qtr time, if we win the ball, we play football then we will come away
with the win, and to the boys credit they did. Lets finish how we started. This saw Osc hit the
scoreboard with 2 final qtr goals, Tige take a couple of bounces and send the ball back in the
forward line and Foxy collecting more possessions sending the ball forward with his run.

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey
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Well done boys on a sometimes trying day, you kept at it, played football and came away with a
great win!
Best – Dempsey, Kilkenny, Baldori, Foxwell, JT, Ace, Oakesy
Goals – Baldori 2, Broadbent 2, King 1, Parrott 2, Pollock 2

Park Orchards 9.11.65 def Macleod 6.2.38
Round 5 saw us travel back to Macleod who we only played a couple of weeks ago. A few
of the boys mentioned that we have now played more games at Macleod than at our home,
Domoney!!
Following the past outing here where the opposition got the jump on us we asked the boys to
get on top early and win the the first qtr. To their credit they did, with a qtr time score of 6.4-40
to the opposition scoring just 1 pt. Our backline again doing a fantastic job and with Zac Smith
winning the toss we got the aid of the breeze in the first. We set up a little differently from last
game (you may recall Oscar kicked 10!!) with our small forwards hovering in front and behind
Osc and this allowed Matty Parrott and Josh Baldori kick 2 goals each, topped off by our other
small forward in Fraser kicking 1. Completing the qtr was Dave Broadbent kicking a great goal
from the half forward line.

Singing the Club Song

The Second qtr wasn’t quite as productive four us and saw Macleod kick a couple of goals, yet
our backline stood tall. Lead by JT and Oakesey, and supported well by Morcs, Seb, Charlie,
the boys kept the opposition to only a couple of goals. Tobias was great on his wing taking a
number of great marks as the ball moved towards our end.
During the game we changed a couple of boys up into different positions to try something
different as our work in the centre was pretty good all day. Demps in the ruck was fantastic,
supported by Tommy Rees, Ace, Sonders and a couple of others rotating worked really hard
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UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Rob Clark
Jumper

Surname

Name

Breen

Jumper

Surname

Name

Boaz (Bo)

Osborne

Beau

Box

Sam

Prunty

Harrison

Clark

Mitchell

Ramage

Lucas

D'Alberto

James

Sette

Ben

Evangelista

Remi

Smith

Daniel
Charles

Jones

Rhys

Vermeulen Brown

Keane

Blake

Waddy

Ben

Leaumont

Jacob

Warne

Liam

Lynch

Oscar

White

Daniel

Maynes

Brodie

Paciocco

Robbie

Last qtr, 2 goals down. Dan W who had showed a bit more up forward took on a couple of
opponents & hooked a kick back into the goal square for a great mark by Mitch who slotted
the goal. Brunswick then scored a goal but we dominated the next few minutes unfortunately
kicking 4 points. With time on the clock we were still a chance however we let them over the
back for a couple of easy goals right on the siren. Beau O & Robbie gave great drive out of the
middle in the final qtr. Bo B also lead hard to offer options out of the midfield.
Mentions to Blake who rucks tirelessly. His pace chasing opponents is amazing. Playing good
footy Blake. Harry for his all-round game. Rhys was composed. Lucas was tough & used the
footy well.
Overall, unfortunately we couldn’t score enough. Midfield & backline battled hard. Our forwards
need to create more space & be more dangerous when we are attack. It was a much more
competitive performance so we are on the right track. Skills at different times hurt us so we
need more emphasis at training on that aspect.
Keep your heads up boys.
Go SHARKS!
Captain: Harry
Goal Kickers: Robbie, Liam, Rhys, Mitch
Best players: Harry, Blake, Lucas, Rhys, James, Beau O, Robbie, Mitch

Park Orchards 4.6.30 def by Brunswick 8.4.52
Round 5 saw us at Brunswick. The completion of grading saw us enter a much more
competitive division after a couple of torrid weeks.
Harry was captain after showing exceptional form over the first month. And he got off to a great
start dominating the middle of the ground. We kicked forward well & after goals to Robbie (a
welcome return), Liam & Rhys we were well on top. Mention to Oscar for his first term with a
number of hard-fought possessions however he injured his neck (thankfully not seriously) in a
contest & couldn’t take any further part in the game. Wishing you a speedy recovery Oscar.
So 2nd term. Again it was the Sharks that held the ball in the forward line for much of the initial
period but we couldn’t score a goal. Then 1 nice piece of Brunswick play seemed to spark
them into action. They strung together 4 goals into halftime going in with a 10 point lead. Our
backline was besieged but tried really hard. Jacob, Dan S & James stand-outs.

Do you have your
membership?
5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

After halftime we needed a spark. Ben W showed great intent with strong tackling. Remi was
using his pace around the packs. Ben S & Beau O were great across half back. Mitch was
tackling hard & Lucas was putting his body on the line. We managed to stop them scoring but
getting our own score on the board was just as difficult.
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defense having a real go laying some awesome tackles while Ben moved up forward taking
his chances kicking two goals, one in particular was a strong contested mark. Kane and Noah
also continued to work hard up forward creating options and making it difficult for Richmond to
defend.
QTR 4

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Glen Mason
Jumper

Surname

Name

Appleby

Jumper

Surname

Name

Rhonan

McLeod

Zachary

D'souza

Shannon

Morgan

Jeshua

Dickenson

Ryan

Postma

Lachlan

Dickson

Kane

Smeed

Ryan

Dimauro

Angelo

Taylor

Noah

Duffy

Ben

Trembath

Cooper

Knight

Brodie

Trembath

Jake

Li

Kevin

Tymms

Isaac

Macrokanis

Alexander

Watts

Liam

Mason

James

Our last quarter we moved Ange into the ruck and moved Liam and Tymmsy into the middle
where they also delivered playing our way moving the ball quickly. The amount of effort the
boys put in today in terms of holding our structure, playing their role, clean with the ball, our run
and overlap handball proved too much for the opposition today. The most notable improvement
is our fierce desire to win the contest!
Goal Kickers: Zac MacLeod 8, Jake Trembath 5, Ryan Dickenson and Cooper Trembath
2, Kane Dickson, ben Duffy, Alex Macrokanis and Noah Taylor 1.
Continue to play our way!
Well done boys.

Park Orchards 23.13.151 def Richmond 3.4.22
Congratulations to Shannon on 100 games!
QTR 1
The boys played at Richmond today, a large ground that suited the boys allowing us to open
the game up and use our run. Richmond wanted to make it a very physical game and take it
right up to us. Again we started well with Brodie giving us first use in the ruck while Dicko, maca
and Jesh lead the way with their tackle pressure and attack on the footy. Zac started well at full
forward giving him space to lead into and kicking two quick goals. Richmond responded with
two goals due to our defenders playing a little high catching us out of position.
QTR 2
Our defenders responded with Tymmsy, Shannon, Liam and Ange tightening up not allowing
them to score but giving us great rebound while Jake playing off half back continues to give
us tremendous run off half back and either a goal himself or bringing others into the play. Our
wings in Ghostie and Cooper gave us great outside run and used the ball well.
QTR 3
We continued in the same way not allowing Richmond to score with Lochie moved into
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Once again our defence seemed to do well, it was just Ashburton coming through the middle of
the ground and hitting up targets. We need to apply more pressure on the contest and continue
to work on creating space for our players to run in to as we just don’t have the height to kick to
packs. These will both be major areas of focus this week as will our stoppage work and looking
forward to a better performance in the next round.
Goalkickers: J Haas 2, W Fasan, T Choveaux, A Markic-Smith, C Skien
Best players: J Blaser, O Halls, L Jury, J Haas, A Hood

COLTS BLACK: Coached by: Nick Kouteris
Jumper

Surname

Name

Cormack

Jumper

Surname

Name

Luke

Pellinger-Riley

Brock

Draffin

Tobey

Blaser

Joseph

Harrisson

Ben

Kelly

Lochlan

Jury

Lachlan

Fasan

William

Kouteris

Charlie

Hardacre

Liam

McMahon

Bailey

Di Simone

Sebastian

Phillips

Edward

Parrott

Lachlan

Scott

Brayden

Mcintyre-Wilson

Billy

Skien

Cayden

Markic-Smith

Adam

Choveaux

Timothy

Appleby

Mason

Haas

Jordan

Halls

Oscar

Reuben

Saxone

Hood

Aden

Park Orchards 6.11.47 def by Ashburton 16.7.103
We celebrated Lachie Parrott’s 100th game and he led us out as captain. We started slowly
and were 2 goals down in the first 5 minutes. We managed to get ourselves back in the game
although could only manage 3 points and with Ashburton closing the quarter with another 2
goals we were well behind at the first change.
We started the second quarter similar to the first and Ashburton managed a few more goals.
After 5 minutes we kicked into gear and converted 3 goals, and further 4 behinds and were
playing the better football as we went into the main break.

Lachie Parrott 100 banner Colts black

Thinking we were a real chance in the second half, we started the quarter with confidence
although this didn’t translate into goals and Ashburton managed to get well on top and by the
final change we were 51 points behind.
We battled well in the last quarter to kick a further 2 goals, however Ashburton finished with 3
goals and ran out comfortable winners.
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stocks with Jesse Browne, Jack Hartnett, Declan “Yowie” Hickey and Jack Cullen all out.
The usual pre game apocalyptic noise mess which is apparently “music” got the boys ready for
the game and they were very focused through the coach’s pre game address.
This in turn transferred into a very bright start. Well; up to the third minute when Matt Faulkner
was yellow carded by the umpires who were clearly not going to accept any rubbish or
responses.

COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Archer
Jumper

Surname

Name

Hartnet

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jack

Archer

Jackson

Thorn

Thomas

Conlan

Jack

Wallis

Matthew

Cullen

Jack

Rossimel

Jack

Gill

Ben

Sonderhof

Thomas

Hartnett

Max

Foxwell

Owen

Hickey

Declan

Faulkner

Matthew

Leonard

Jake

Brown

Jesse

Newton

William

Ameer

Henry

Ryan

Zach

Smith

Nicholas

Spiteri

McLaren

Linkin

Samuel

However the boys settled quickly and purposefully with goals in the first 15 minutes Wally,
Thorny, Rossi, Thorny again and Macca to finish off a very comprehensive first 20 minutes by
The Orch. Scores The Orch 5.3.33 to Ivanhoe 0.4.4
Ivanhoe were rattled and their coach was exploding as Orch continued to mount pressure in the
second quarter. The pressure on the ball carrier was immense, the boys were combining well

Park Orchards 14.5.89 def Ivanhoe 5.11.41
And so to Round 5 and because of a designated colour clash, we have to wear our red training
jumpers.
THANKS YJFL! For the third week in a row I have to change every bloody players recorded
number in the official record!! Anzac Day (Special memorial jumpers) ROUND 4 ( New Club
jumpers with a complete new set of numbers) and now a BLOODY CLASH JUMPER!!
I don’t get paid enough for this! Bugger, that’s right, I volunteered didn’t I?
So Happy Volunteers Week to all of us who slave away to get our kids to the sports they love.
This was a top of the table clash between Ivanhoe and our boys. Ivanhoe sat on top of the
table and looked headed to promotion until the YJFL found they are a predominately bottom
age team.
The Ivanhoe ground is large and dry, perhaps too dry, particularly around the centre wicket
area and a bit of “Friday Night Moorabbin Magic” might be in order.
The boys were pretty focused this week as we welcomed Ben Harrisson into the team and
we welcomed back Macca for his first run this year. A slue of late injuries depleted our playing
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and we were seeing some truly beautiful ball delivery. Ivanhoe did their cause no help by being
shockingly wasteful in front of goal. At half time the score was Orch 8.3 51 (Goals to Sonders,
Rossimel and Wally) to Ivanhoe 0.9.9 and one Yellow card apiece.
The third quarter was an even tussle with Ivanhoe kicking 2 goals to Orch 3 goals as the Orch
won the hand wrestle of possession footy to lead by 49 points at the final change. Goals to
Macca (2) and Thorny saw the score Orch 11.5 71 to Ivanhoe 2.10 22.
The last quarter proved a bridge way too far for Ivanhoe as they lost their composure under a
barrage of abuse emanating from their bench. A hard and fair bump from Wally saw an ugly
melee develop and the umpires fire off a couple of Yellow cards again to maintain order. The
Orch settled much more quickly and through some very level headed tactics by Henry Ameer
and the loose mouth of a number of Ivanhoes younger brigade, we got to see Henry slot
through a goal from 180 metres. Ask him. He will explain how.
The only blight to the game was the injury to Lachie Crane who came off clutching his arm and
it seems he has a break in that arm. All our best wishes to you mate and you are required for
water carrying!!! LOL
Ivanhoe got some late junk time scoring but Orch replied frequently to deflate the sails of any
rally. Goals in the last to Ameer, Gill and Macca saw a final scoreline of Park Orchards 14.5.89
to Ivanhoe 5.11.41.
The post match chat was very telling as Touty praised the boys for their maturity and for
keeping their focus on the footy. Their intense pressure at the ball and the ball carrier made
sure there were no easy kicks for Ivanhoe and that this was a job well done. Certainly the
rendition of the song had a little more intensity to it.
And so we keep building. Training Tuesday 6 till 7.30 at Stintons and Thursday 6.15 till 7.30 at
Coleman Park South Warrandyte. This is where we need to practise our plays to perfect them.
Great effort this week. Reload, lock and go again.
GO ORCH!!!!!

In celebration of National Volunteers Week, the AFL would like to take
this opportunity to recognise and thank the many thousands of
volunteers who contribute to our game throughout the country.
Held from May 20-26, the week-long celebration gives us the chance to acknowledge
the countless hours of work our 209,000 volunteers provide for more than 1.6 million
participants across 4,103 NAB AFL Auskick centres, 2,685 clubs and 257 community
leagues.
Together with the AFL we’d like to recognise and thank all our volunteers especially our
Team Managers who we all know are the engines of each team!

All 2019 team managers will receive a Blue Dog Café voucher
to go and have some ‘time out’ from football. PLUS all visiting
team managers will also be given a voucher delivered to them
from home game TMs.
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GIRLS UNDER 12: Coached by: Jason Dove
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Grace

King

Allie

Phelan

Charli

McInerney

Scarlett

Keaney

Gemma

Peterson

Charlotte

Dempsey

Tia

Pollock

Sienna

Keaney

Charlotte

Saunders

Ella

Bettiol

Grace

Scott

Jaide

Bosna

Mia

Spencer-Jones

Mia

Cannon

Amber

Spencer-Jones

Bonnie

Dawson

Grace

Tovey

Indianna

Doolan

Charlise

Clowes

Ava

Dove

Zara

Smith

Sienna

Harvie

Willow

a number of players who look as though they are reading the ball well now, knowing where
to position themselves and when. Speaking of which, Allie King was a standout for mine.
Allie knows exactly where to be and reads the play well. Charlotte P and Jaide played in the
middle for the first time this year, Grace B, Mia SJ and Willow shared the ruck work and did an
exceptional job before moving to other parts of the ground.
Our forwards consisting of Grace D, Zara, Charlise, Charlotte K, Tia Dempsey and Allie King
also worked hard when given an opportunity. It was pleasing to see how far some of these
players have come. I loved watching Grace D burst through packs after winning a hard ball.
Both Charlise, Zara, Charlotte K and Tia were jumping for marks, using the space to present
options and were willing themselves to the contest. Mia SJ was again dominant making it a
weekly occurrence.
Playing on such a large ground normally makes scoring difficult but Sunday was an exception.
Kicking 4.2.26 for the day made for a lot of fun!!!
The coaching team and parents were all delighted to see how well everyone worked together to
get the job done. Our team work was fantastic and was so good for our girls to get the first win
on the board for the season,
We look forward to versing Parkside next week at Domeney reserve
Go SHARKS!
Captains: Indi Tovey & Sienna Smith
Goal Kickers: Tia, Mia SJ, Allie & Scarlett

Sharks 4.2.26 Def Banyule M 0.4.4
We were back at our home away from home this week to take on a tough opponent in Banyule.
This was the second time we were to play at Stintons for the season. The conditions were
perfect for football with only a slight breeze, no rain, it wasn’t too cold and the oval was in great
condition. We didn’t know much about Banyule, but we were ready for a fierce game!

Opposition Medal: Allie King
Powerade Awards: Mia SJ
Best Players: Indi Tovey, Mia SJ, Allie King, Grace Bettiol, Charlise Doolan,
Charlotte Keaney

Our players were given instructions in the rooms prior to the game, our captains in Indi and
Sienna gave their team some words of advice then led us out onto the ground. We won the
toss kicking with the slight breeze, did our warm ups and were all set. Our team was again
missing Bianca and Mia B with injury and we Amber Cannon has been ruled out for the season
with a long term leg issue.
Our main focus at the start of the game was to be first to the ball, have the first Shepard, first
tackle and the first goal. . The message was lets show Banyule how good we are in the first 10
minutes. To the players credit they got straight into it from the first bounce.
Luckily for us our back line wasn’t put under a lot of pressure but stood up well in defence when
required. We combined well out of the backline, their attack on the ball was good and we have
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along with Demi Knight , Beth Stone & Charlotte Green kept our deficit to a manageable level
and it was go time!

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

GIRLS UNDER 13: Coached by: Tim Rule
Jumper

Surname

Name

Bastide

Jumper

Surname

Name

Haylee

Moran

Madeline

Brimelow

Charlotte

Peters

Jayde

Coad

Eden

Rule

Lacey

Green

Charlotte

Rule

Tegan

Knight

Demi

Servinis

Mia

Lomen

Alicia

Smith

Amy

Mcleod

Amber

Stone

Bethany

Mercer

Lily

Duffy

Amy

Miriklis

Zoe

Guerrero

Rafaela

Being down on numbers puts a spotlight on everyone on the field and our first year players
shone under it ! Rafaelo Guerro & Ava Hamilton had specific roles & performed them
beautifully and enabled the onslaught that was the Sharks with the wind ! We quickly grabbed
a 10 point lead with goals to Zoe & Mia & it’s no surprise that when the game is up for grabs
those 2 step up & when Tegan Kicked her first & Zoe her 3rd it was celebration time! Kicking
goals is always great but we had someone today who was more interested in playing a team
game & Tegan handed of 5 direct assists to goal and along with Charlie make a massive
headache for opposition coaches defensively!
We were all smiles after the game but it needs to be noted that our girls were commended by
the opposition coaches & supporters for the way we play the game & shook hands with 2 of
their players who had injuries during the game!
Best on ground , Mia, Zoe , Amy D , Tegan & Charlie !
McDonald’s encouragement awards Demi & Alicia !
Go Sharks

Sharks. 8.6.54 def Lions 4.6.30
Back on the winners list !
On a day where we we were down on numbers with 2 away & when Haylee didn’t come up but
Lacey made the field under duress we kicked of with 15 players! Haylee however continues to
inspire by taking one of the longest road trips to watch her team mates make sure they’re up
and about and make sure they lift despite her absence on the field.
Having lost the toss and anyone who’s played or watched a game at the Ramsden Oval knows
that the wind is a big factor and kicking into it was a big task in the first quarter. Fitzroy hit the
ground running and scored a goal very early in the quarter but for some Stella defense from
our on ballers & back line could’ve been 4 or 5 majors down! We were however only 10 points
down at the break !
Having not scored a goal last week I was concerned that even with the wind we might have
lost the knack. My concerns were unfounded when Charlie Brimelow slotted our & her first of 2
for the quarter & when Zoe Miriklis & Mia Servinis chimed in we had a 3 goal lead at the main
break ! They finished of some great work defensively in the quarter and we braced ourselves
for the 3rd.
A few things didn’t go our way with some injuries upsetting our delicate balance but they kicked
3 and we were down by 2 points at 3 quarter time! We did however have some significant
contributions to this point & our captain for the day Amy Duffy had run on ball & defensively &
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Qtr 4:

SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

DentalArt

GIRLS UNDER 14: Coached by: Mike Newton
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Madison

Newton

Charlotte

Archer

Remy

Parry

Tess

Cameron

Lily

Pote

Starly

Dryden

Alkira

Savage

Ashleigh

Goodman

Madison

Shamloo

Michaela

Hansen

Holly

Cooper

Jade

Innifer

Madison

Bett

Ellisha

Holt Oaks

Amy

Bett

Sienna

Leonard

Ava

Brown

Priya

To call the Sharks the walking wounded would be an understatement. We had Tess and
Charli on one leg and Jade struggling after a huge game in the ruck. To the Hawks credit they
made the mostagainst the tiring Sharks, the momentum of the game had completely swang.
Hawthorn kicked 19 straight points in a dominant ten minutes. We were in the final minutes and
it looked unlikely that the Sharks would be able to hold on. The Hawks were deep forward and
managed to a shot at goal, it was close… but, not close enough as the ball slammed into the
post. A fitting score for a super exciting game of ebbs and flows.
Goal Kickers: Charli x 3, Lilly and Remy

Park Orchards 5.4.34 drew with Hawthorn 5.4.34
Qtr 1:
The Sharks travelled to Victoria Road Reserve to take on Hawthorn Citizens. The team had
their first taste of victory last week and they were hungry for more. The Sharks started well,
hitting the scoreboard early with a couple of minors, before Charli put through the first goal.
Unfortunately, the Hawks were able to score a late goal against the run of play in the final
minutes of the quarter.
Qtr 2:
The second quarter saw the Sharks continue to display their dominance. They were all linking
well and working together as a team. Maddie continued to impress after a breakout game
last week. Goals to Remy and Lilly gave the sharks a handy 15 point lead going into the long
break.
Qtr 3:
The Sharks continued to impress and looked to have an answer to everything that the
Hawthorn team threw at them. Amy and Mim with solid tackles, Holly and Starly continuing
to get a heap of the ball. Charli was able to get on the end of some excellent team play and
convert two goals, giving the Sharks a solid 20 point lead.
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At the end of the 1st Quarter the Sharks lead (2.7.19) to Fitzroy (0.0.0).

GIRLS UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Tim Livingstone
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

2

Kristen Bertoldi

14

Jade Hutchinson

18

Courtney Murray

16

Natalie Broadbent

4

Jorja Livingstone

20

Chelsea Dunoon

5

Chloe Lee

22

Lauren Knowles

6

Alannah Boell

23

Jasmine Taylor

9

Mia McAuliffe

17

Taliah Cameron

10

Matilda Rae

32

Petra Edwards

11

Sophie Harvie

12

Flynn Peters

Zoe Douglas

Dakota Hoen

Park Orchards 8.21.69 def Fitzroy 0.1.1
Excitement was in the air as the Reds travelled down to Brunswick St to play Fitzroy. For the
1st time in a very long time (Can’t actually remember the last time) we had 2 on the Bench to
start the game- 18 players!!!
We welcomed Zoe Douglas back to the Reds and into the mix. The pressure was on Wayne
and Will to step up to cover for Tim and Dave.
Mia was awarded Captain for the Reds and although we lost the toss, as planned we kicked
against the wind for the 1st Quarter.
The game started with Fitzroy going in real hard. Our girls kept their heads-although some
of them were nearly knocked off, they re-focused kept their cool and after numerous ball ups
caused by Fitzroy’s congestion, did what we do best and opened up the game. Unfortunately
Boreus, Noyus, Zephyrus and Eurus (The Wind Gods) must have been fighting upstairs and
took it out on our girls. The wind blew in every direction imaginable and although the Reds
accounted for the unpredictable conditions, the wind Gods had a mind of their own! The
Sharks persisted, remaining in control of the ball through the backline, mid and forward half
and we knew the rewards would eventuate. Flynn was back to her fabulous best creating
space running off players and driving the ball forward from the backline. Jorja was instrumental
offensively in the opening Quarter with her great run and carry, whilst Tilly ran around in the
forward line with what looked like the ball was on a string kicking 2 great goals.
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With the swirling wind picking up, the Reds were instructed to hit our leading forwards in front
of the 2 big sticks …and that they did. Jade had a cracking quarter with 2 contested overhead
marks preventing Fitzroy from entering their forward line. Chloe Lee continued to hit her targets
with precision passing through the middle, switching and setting up many plays. Dakota in
her 2nd game continued to win the ball with her gritty bumping, ground work and clearances.
Petra again proved her ability to run off her opponents from the middle and set up Jasmine for
her 1st goal from 35 out. Nat continued to drive her legs ducking and weaving her way around
opponents and switching play. Courtney, after having last week off certainly blew off some
steam with some brilliant hip and shoulders, tackling and was rewarded with a great goal. Mia
continued to dazzle her opponents with her side steps, silky skills and stab pass which nailed
Jasmine on the chest. Jasmine took her customary run up and kicked truly for her 2nd goal to
end the 2nd Quarter and 1st half, Sharks (5.11.41) to Fitzroy (0.0.0)
After a nice 12-minute rest on the oval in lieu of the festy changerooms, the Sharks again
rotated positions for the start of the 3rd Quarter. Both Alannah and Kristen were asked by the
coaches to perform some set plays from the centre bounce. Alannah continued to dominate
the ruck and tapped the ball forward to the running Kristen who speared the ball into the
forward line- this was text book football. Sophie H continued to win the hard ball gets in and
out of the pack and release the ball to passing/running teammates. The momentum of the girls
pushing forward saw an exciting run and carry by Chelsea who slotted a beautiful drop punt
goal, whilst Tilly banged home another smart goal. Lauren formed the wall and was aggressive
in her attack through backline preventing Fitzroy scoring or getting past her. Unfortunately,
another 6 points were added to our scoreline with the Sharks ending the 3rd term (7.17.59), but
importantly we held Fitzroy scoreless again (0.0.0)
The aim of the last Quarter was to hold Fitzroy scoreless again and work through our set
plays. The Sharks continued to stick to their positions, never relinquishing their roles. Fitzroy
gave it everything and was restricted by the Sharks wall and if and when it got over, faced the
toughness and defensive prowess of Taliah who took on 2 players at some stages.
Zoe Douglas tapped the ball well in the ruck and won many contested balls at ground level
fitting straight back into the Reds. This enabled some neat handballs, meticulous passing which
eventuated in a great running goal by Chloe. Fitzroy managed one point in the last few minutes
which erupted the Fitzroy supporters in cheer and exhilaration. The point was actually at the
hands of the Sharks who rushed it behind, just missing the boundary line.
The final score Sharks 8.21.69 defeated Fitzroy 0.1.1
Congratulations Reds for an exceptional game. As we discussed after the game, your efforts to
attend training and your positive attitude is the difference. It’s a pleasure to watch- a fantastic
team effort!
Captain: Mia McAuliffe
Goals: Tilly 3, Jasmine 2, Courtney 1, Chelsea 1, Chloe 1
Best players: Kristen, Dakota, Tilly, Jasmine, Courtney, Jorja, Taliah
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GIRLS UNDER 16 Black: Coached by: Matt Turner
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

1

Victoria Turner

24

Tilly Hodgson

36

Sophie Hirst

37

Amelia Rees

7

Anna Marchionno

39

Charli Dempsey

34

Eve Parry

49

Grace Lloyd

13

Ella Garniss

35

Abbey Callaghan

38

Mikayla Aloi

21

Vasiliki Karamitos

27

Tess Budge

30

Zoe Servinis

19

Kylah Harrap

31

Natassja Shallvey
Sienna Kardaras

Banyule 11.16.82 defeated Park Orchards 1.2.8
A big and exciting game confronted our girls, up against Banyule, a newly promoted side just
like us. Matt’s opening remarks were inspirational and to the point.
“Girls, you have been promoted because you deserve it”
His message was very simple, talk to one another and work as a team. The game begins.
Quarter 1
It was an intense beginning to the game with our opposition constantly attacking our defensive
fifty. Their repeat entries were making it very difficult for our defenders to settle and they were
under constant attack.
Zoe S, Hanni and Charli were tackling ferociously trying to combat the early onslaught, but
eventually their weight in numbers eventually wore us down and they began to impact the
scoreboard.
We struggled to move the ball inside our own fifty and unfortunately had no impact on the
scoreboard.
The quarter time break could not come quick enough so as our girls can regroup and regain
their composure.
1/4 Time 3.8.26 to 0.0.0
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Quarter 2
Matt’s message during the break was to kick long out of the backline, use the wings and the
spaces to kick over the oppositions heads.
The girls came out more aggressive at the start of the quarter and lifted their intensity.
Tilley H was making her presence felt with some strong individual efforts equally supported
by Grace, Hanni and Anna, who were laying some big tackles, which unfortunately were not
rewarded by the umpire.
Charli was resolute in the backline and our midfield, Vas, Sophie H and Zoe S, began to gain
some forward momentum, which eventually led to our first score of the game,a behind kicked
by Tilley H.
1/2 Time 5.10.40 to 0.1.1
Quarter 3
Matt urged the girls to keep going and make the second half count.
Hanni laid another big tackle early, Sophie H was beginning to use her speed to effect some
impressive smothers and Grace was solid at the back taking some strong marks.
Mikayla was moved into the centre and combined with a tap out from Grace to send the ball
forward in an impressive piece of play.
However, despite all their endeavours, the girls were getting no reward for effort on the
scoreboard.
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3/4 Time 8.13.61 to 0.1.1
Quarter 4
The final quarter began with Abbey laying a magnificent tackle, which was duly rewarded by the
umpire. Some may say, about time Ump!!!!
Hanni got crunched by 2 players but stood up in the tackle and managed to move the ball
forward in an impressive manner.
The girls finally managed to get some repeated entries into the forward line and began to look
dangerous.
Vas took a strong mark 30 from goal but her set shot missed to the right for our second behind
of the match.
Time was running out
and we were staring at
a goalless day.
However, to our good
fortune, Sophie H burst
through a pack, kicked
the ball long to the
goal square to Vas
who managed to kick
our first major for the day.

50 year beanie and cap
These are available for $15 each from
Domeney canteen or via the merchandising
store on teamapp and website.

The siren signalled the
end of the game, one
which can be classified
as a hard day in the office.
Heads up girls, train
hard during the week
and I’m sure you can
atone for today’s loss
next week.
Final 11-16-82 to 1-2-8
Captain: Ella Garniss
Goals: Vas-1
Best players:
Tilly, Vas, Hanni,
Charlie, Abbey
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MAJOR SPONSORS

Special mention to Charli, who was in a 1 against 3 situation and managed to hold the ball for a
ball up. Well done Charli!!!!!
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 4 RESULTS

12 - 05 - 2019

MCG Windows

Concept Laser Co

Krueger Projects

JNJ Electrics

AKT Trophies

Warran Glen Garden

Aumman’s

Centre and Café

Sodastream

Opulent Homes

Elephant and Co

Spiteri Jaguar

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Healesville Toyota

Mitcham Eyecare

X Power

Screenhouse Effect

Bounce Healthgroup

Mark Leonard Plumbing

Ten Minute Tutor

Natskin Skin & Body Therapy

Auscut

Hallmark Hire Cars

Blue Dog Café

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Southern States Group

